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Liquid crystals (LCs) have been widely explored for a variety
of applications, including display1 and sensing technologies.2

Recently, the highly cooperative behaviors of molecules within
lyotropic LCs have been exploited to amplify the presence of
targeted biological entities, such as proteins,3 viruses,4 and microbes5

for optical sensing applications. Here we introduce a new type of
mesogen, helix-forming oligomers ofâ-amino acids (â-peptides),6

and we outline relationships betweenâ-peptide sequence and the
capacity to form lyotropic liquid crystalline phases in water.

The well-known ability ofR-helical poly(R-amino acids) to form
lyotropic liquid crystalline phases7 inspired our efforts.R-Helical
polypeptides must be quite long, however, to form LC phases.8 In
general, this length requirement has necessitated the use of materials
that are polydisperse in size and limited in sequence, which has
hampered exploration of sequence-property correlations. We
hypothesized that LC phases would be accessible with relatively
short helicalâ-peptides because these foldamers display higher helix
stability, on a per-residue basis, than doR-peptides when cyclically
constrainedâ-amino acids, such astrans-2-aminocyclohexanecar-
boxylic acid (ACHC),9 are used. If shortâ-peptide oligomers form
LC phases in water, then the perfect control of sequence, composi-
tion, and length made possible by solid-phase synthesis can be used
to probe relationships betweenâ-peptide structure and liquid
crystallinity. These relationships could provide guidance for future
mesogen designs directed toward specific applications.

We prepared homologous series1-4 to test our design hypoth-
esis. Extensive structural analysis of closely relatedâ-peptides
allows us to predict that1-4 will adopt the 14-helical conformation,
a secondary structure that is defined by 14-membered ring Cd
O(i)‚‚‚H-N(i-2) H-bonds between backbone amide groups and that
has approximately threeâ-amino acid residues per turn of helix.10

In 1-4, the number of ACHC-ACHC-â3-hLys triads increases
from one to four. This sequence design should generate folded
conformations displaying a global segregation of hydrophobic
ACHC residues on one face of the 14-helix and hydrophilicâ3-
hLys residues on the other face (Figure 1, lower left). This global
amphiphilicity is intended to promote hydrophobically driven self-
assembly in aqueous solution.â-Peptide5, a sequence isomer of
3, does not allow global segregation of ACHC andâ3-hLys residues
in the 14-helical state (Figure 1, lower right). Previous studies in
dilute solution have shown that the enantiomer of3 self-associates
into small soluble aggregates, while the nonglobally amphiphilic
isomer,ent-5, remains monomeric.10a

We used optical microscopy for initial evaluation of aqueous
solutions of1-5. For eachâ-peptide, aqueous solutions of varying
concentration were drawn into microcapillaries and examined
between crossed polarizing filters at room temperature (Figure 2).
In such experiments, the observation of birefringence is taken as
evidence of LC phase formation.11 No birefringence was observed

for the shortestâ-peptide, tetramer1, up to 25 wt % (410 mM,
Figure 2A) or upon evaporation to dryness, but heptamer2
displayed birefringence at concentrations as low as 19 wt % (180
mM, Figure 2B). The marbled optical texture (Figure 2E) suggests
that2 forms a nematic LC phase under these conditions.12 Increasing
â-peptide length by one triad, to generate3, leads to LC behavior
at lower concentrations, as shown by the image obtained for a 10
wt % sample (61 mM, Figure 2C). In this case, the “fingerprint”
pattern12 evident upon closer inspection (Figure 2F) suggests a
cholesteric LC phase. Thus, self-assembly of the chiral helix formed
by 3 can induce a helical ordering of molecules in the LC phase,
whereas the two-turn, chiral helix formed by2 is unable to induce
this higher ordered phase. This behavior can be rationalized by
proposing that3 displays a greater expanse of hydrophobic surface
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Figure 1. Top: 14-Helicalâ-peptide sequences1-5. Bottom: Helical
wheel diagrams of3 and5. ACHC ) trans-2-aminocyclohexane carboxylic
acid; “+” ) â3-hLys).

Figure 2. Optical micrographs of aqueous solutions ofâ-peptides1-3
between crossed polarizing filters. (A)1, 25 wt %. (B)2, 19 wt %. (C)3,
10 wt %. (D) Ac-3, 2.5 wt %. (E) 2× 2, 19 wt %. (F) 2.5× 3, 10 wt %.
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than does2, leading to stronger intermolecular attraction for3 than
for 2. Further lengthening seems to cause even more avid self-
assembly, as aqueous solutions of 2 wt %4 phase-separate into an
isotropic liquid (i.e., nonliquid crystalline) and a gel, which is
birefringent.13 The behavior of5, the sequence isomer of3 that
cannot form a globally amphiphilic 14-helix, supports our hypoth-
esis that hydrophobically driven interactions amongâ-peptides are
crucial for LC phase formation because5 displays no birefringence
at the highest concentration tested, 15 wt %.13 Even upon slowly
evaporating the concentrated sample of5 to dryness, we observed
no birefringence.

We explored the behavior of3 in greater detail by varying
concentration as well as net charge. Dilution of a 10 wt % sample
of 3 to 8 wt % induced a coexistence state in which both the
isotropic and LC phases were observable. This coexistence state
was indicated by the presence of nematic droplets.13 Dilution to 7
wt % completely abolished the LC phase. Acetylation of the
N-terminus to generateAc-3 reduced the concentration ofâ-peptide
necessary for LC phase formation to as low as 2.5 wt % (15 mM,
Figure 2D). This result implies that diminution of electrostatic
repulsion can have a profound effect on LC formation. Similar
trends have been observed amongâ-strand-formingR-peptides that
display LC behavior.14

We turned to NMR measurements for further characterization
of the LC phase formed by3. If a liquid crystalline phase is formed
in D2O, the quadrupolar coupling between the D atoms gives rise
to characteristic D NMR line shapes.15 Figure 3 shows the effect
of temperature on LC phase formation byâ-peptide3 (10 wt %)
in D2O. At or below 31°C, the D2O resonance is split, indicating
the existence of an LC phase. As the temperature is increased, a
third resonance grows between the two branches of the doublet;
we interpret this third resonance as arising from D2O in an isotropic
environment. Around 40°C, only the isotropic resonance is
observed, but upon cooling, the LC doublet reappears, which
indicates that LC formation is reversible on a time scale of minutes.
These observations are consistent with optical microscopy of a 10
wt % sample of3 at varying temperatures.13 The NMR approach
is superior to microscopy for such studies as NMR allows accurate
temperature control and identification of small populations of the
LC or isotropic phase.

We have shown that shortâ-peptides can serve as mesogens for
lyotropic LC phase formation in water. The example studied most
carefully, deca-â-peptide 3, forms a cholesteric phase at room
temperature. Liquid crystallinity appears to require the adoption
of a globally amphiphilic conformation because sequence isomer

5 does not display LC behavior. Although we lack direct evidence
for helix formation in concentrated solution, we note that ACHC
homooligomers crystallize as 14-helices.9a LC phase behavior of3
is modulated by concentration and temperature; a change of net
charge (Ac-3) results in a room temperature LC phase at just 2.5
wt %. We are unaware of any LC-forming helicalR-peptides that
contain so few residues. Nematic LC phases and gels fromâ-strand-
forming R-peptides in this length range are known,8 but the time
scale of formation of these LC phases (weeks) is substantially longer
than for theâ-peptide LC phases reported here.8aOur results suggest
thatâ-peptides offer a tunable scaffold for tailoring LC properties
for biomolecular sensing applications.
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Figure 3. 2H NMR spectra of a 10 wt % solution of3 in D2O at various
temperatures (10 min equilibration before data acquired).
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